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Abstract: Math-Towers (www.math-towers.ca) is a collaborative mathematics environment for pupils in grades 7 to 9.  Using a 

fantasy adventure game context students are presented with a mathematical challenge, given online tools for working on the problem, 

and provided with a messaging system by which they may exchange ideas and partial solutions.  This paper presents the philosophy 

behind the design of Math-Towers and work with students that indicates the extent to which we have been successful in meeting our 

aims.  The technical and social problems encountered and revisions made to address these are also described. 
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Introduction 
 

Over the past two decades a movement towards a social constructivist view of cognition has driven 

significant international changes in mathematics education (Black & Atkin, 1996, Romberg, 1992).  Across 

jurisdictions new mathematics curricula call for students to engage in investigations and mathematical talk (NCTM, 

2000) through which, research has shown, they can collaboratively construct deep robust knowledge (Cobb, Boufi, 

McClain & Whitenack, 1997; Hufferd-Ackles, Fuson & Gamoran-Sherin, 2004). A Google search on the words 

“mathematical” and “investigation” shows over 14 million pages, but when “collaborative” is added as a search term 

the number of hits drops to just over 140 thousand; a reduction by a factor of 100.  Examining a sample of the listed 

sites shows that in fact many do present interesting mathematical explorations, often supported by online tools that 

permit visitors to manipulate objects and adjust parameters, observe the effects, and make mathematical conjectures.  

But, these sites rarely provide tools that allow users to share their thoughts and collectively build solutions to the 

problems presented. 

Synchronous online communication tools such as text chat (Stahl, 2009), and voice and application sharing 

(Roulet, Mackrell, Taylor & Farahani, 2004) have been successfully employed to support collaborative 

mathematical explorations, but in the asynchronous mode significant problems arise.  Nason and Woodruff (2004) 

argue that most school mathematics problems do not engage students in extended conversations and online 

collaborative learning environments do not support the simple exchange of mathematical ideas in symbol or image 

forms.  The Math-Towers site (www.math-towers.ca) is an attempt to address these two issues and provide online 

collaborative mathematical explorations for students in grades 7 to 9 (ages 12 – 14 years). 

 



Method 
 

Math-Towers Design 

 

 In Math-Towers, explorations, set within a medieval castle context, are initiated by challenges delivered to  

visitors by the Lord or Lady of the castle (see Figure 1), thus using fantasy, a known motivator of student attention 

and work (Bergin, 1999).  Each user is then sent off to a tower where 

they are provided with a laboratory containing virtual manipulatives 

(applets) that support investigation and tools and places to record 

their observations and conjectures (see Figure 2).  Student work is 

saved so that participants may visit the tower multiple times, 

climbing up the floors as they solve aspects of the problem, and 

finally emerge on the tower ramparts to be invited to now again meet 

the Lord or Lady and attempt to address the initial challenge.  In the 

tower halls beside each laboratory door there is a scroll on which 

students can present their emerging understanding of the problem 

(see Figure 3).  In addition, users may, to illustrate their thoughts, 

append a copy of their manipulatives and tools in any state.  After 

posting a message a user is free to explore the ideas shared by others, 

add comments, and if they wish, take any of the accompanying tools 

back to their laboratory for further exploration.  

In Math-Towers the computer does not monitor student 

work and provide 

assessment or advice.  

The laboratory tools 

permit any user to 

test the accuracy of shared conjectures and support for participants 

comes from the community of explorers through their interactions 

via the scroll messaging system. 

 

 

Observing and Analysing Student Work within Math-Towers 

 

 Throughout the development of Math-Towers we have conducted multiple field-trials, observing student 

work within the site.  This data has led to modifications designed to increase student engagement and encourage the 

pooling of knowledge via the scroll communication tool (Roulet, 2006).  In addition, more detailed studies have 

monitored the growth in students’ mathematical knowledge as they worked in pairs climbing a tower (Taylor, 2005).  

Figure 1: Presenting the Billiard challenge 

Figure 2: Tower Laboratory 

Figure 3: Tower Hall with Scroll 



In this case comprehensive data sets consisted of video/audio recordings of the pairs, a record of the screen showing 

the pair’s manipulation of the mathematical tools, the record of work saved by participants, and the scroll messages 

shared.  Analysis of this data leads to the identification of points where one can see a shift in the students’ attention 

(Mason, 1989), giving evidence of increasing understanding of the problem and progress towards a solution 

approach for the challenge.  Student work and interactions surrounding these shifts in understanding have been 

studied using ideas provided by complexity science.  These suggest that when searching for features in the students’ 

work and scroll contributions that support the emergence of intersubjective understanding we should look for 

“redundancy among agents, internal diversity, neighbor interactions and decentralized control” (Davis & Sumara, 

2005, p. 315). 

 

Student Work and Interactions within Math-Towers 
 

The data presented here come from one class’ experience with the “Billiards” investigation.  Here the 

challenge is to call your shot on the Lord’s magic billiards table, one that can, at its whim, adjust dimensions (see 

Figure 1).  To win at the game one must correctly predict the distance travelled, the number of bounces off the sides, 

and the final destination pocket when a single ball is shot from one corner at an angle of 45 degrees to the sides.  In 

their tower laboratories, students find an applet that presents an adjustable model of the table and a chart for 

recording data (see Figure 2). 

On the tower’s first floor the class works on predicting the distance the ball will travel, or the number of 

squares it will cross, before falling into one of the corner pockets.  By examining the messages and comments shared 

on the scrolls we can trace the path of the class’ mathematical conversation.  Switching focus to the table data and 

notes recorded in the individual laboratories gives us a window into the thinking of the pairs of students working at 

each computer station.  With these two views we can see examples of shifting student perceptions and increased 

understanding supported by interactions between and redundancy and diversity in the scroll postings. 

 

Redundancy - Building Confidence and Encouraging Contributions 

 

  Decentralized control, through the deliberate lack of direct computer guidance, means that students are free 

to approach solutions from a variety of directions, but typically in the Billiards investigation pupils first note the 

unique nature of square tables.  This was the case for the class in this 

study and the result was a series of scroll postings and comments 

from all but group 3, employing a variety of statements to report on 

particular or general square tables (see Figures 4 & 5). 

Group 1: If it is a square, it will go right across 

Group 2: All square numbers have the pocket TR, 0 

bounces and with 7x7=7 squares 

 Figure 4: Scrolls for Floor 1 



Group 4: As long as the numbers are not the same both ways 

the whole thing will be filled in but if the 

numbers are the same it will just go in the hole 

across from where it is going from. 

Group 5: If your table is a equal square it will do no bounces 

and go across 10 squares an go to the top right 

corner. 

Group 6: 12 by 12 is 0 bounces and 12 squares 

This sequence of messages, all on a single topic; the ball’s path on a 

square table, is a case of neighbour interactions; the first requirement 

for the emergence of collective understanding. Although somewhat 

redundant all five scroll submissions are important.  Individually 

none of them reports the general result concerning the distance 

travelled on a square table, but together they essentially tell the full 

story.  Beyond this, their redundancy serves to bring almost all 

groups into the conversation and it is confidence boosting for participants to read scroll messages that parallel the 

ideas they have submitted.  The sense of community has been enhanced. 

 

Diversity - A Contradiction 

 

In their initial scroll posting Group 4 (see Figure 6) 

essentially divided the billiards table data into two sets: that for 

square tables and then for all non-square examples.  For squares they 

observed that the ball follows the diagonal and will “just go in the 

hole across from where it is going from”.  For non-squares, the case 

where “the numbers are not the same 

both ways”, they claim, “the whole 

thing will be filled in”.  The initial non-

square table data stored in their 

laboratory, which consisted of 

examples with dimensions: 12x7, 

15x17, and 10x17, supported their 

hypothesis. In these three cases, with dimensions that are relatively prime, the path of 

the ball does fill in the full billiard table (see Figure 7).  Now diversity of ideas came 

into play with Group 2 commenting on Group 4’s scroll with, “that’s not true…. its not 

like that all the time” (see Figure 6). 

Figure 5: Scroll posting by Group 1 and 
Comment from Group 8 

Figure 6: Group 2's contradiction of Group 4's claim

Figure 7: Ball path on a 
10 by 17 table 



A Shifted View and Collective Successful Understanding 

 

Group 2’s challenge prompted Group 4 to return to their laboratory and investigate some additional tables.  

Testing a table with dimensions of 8 and 10 units they observed that only half the squares were crossed and recorded 

40 as the result in the “# of squares” column of their data table.  Soon after this, Group 4 posted a second scroll 

sharing the information, “All even number it doesn’t fill in all the holes”.  Although rather poorly expressed, this 

submission indicates Group 4’s new observation of the case when 2 is a factor of both the table length and width.  

Moreover it contributed to a growing pool of observations noting that a key point is whether or not the sides have a 

common factor. 

Group 1: When one side divides into the other you get only one bounce and less squares 

Group 3: we found anything by 11 goes over every single square 

Group 5: 6 by 8 doesn't cover the whole square. 

Group 6: 14 by 10 table is 70 squares and 11 bounces and in tr  

Group 7: Any Table with 10 and a odd number it takes up all squares!!!!! 

Building on these observations each group entered the Trial Chamber through the left-hand door in the tower hall 

(see Figure 3), successfully predicted and tested the number of squares crossed in the ball’s path on the billiards 

tables presented there (see Figure 8), and then climbed the stairs to the second floor to explore for a method of 

predicting the number of bounces.  Interestingly, although the successful Trial Chamber experiences indicate that all 

groups had developed a solution to the problem, no pair felt compelled to use a scroll posting to share their full 

understanding of the situation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Trial Chamber test



Climbing the Tower: Scroll Message Interaction, Redundancy, and Diversity 

 

 Similar patterns of scroll postings, showing interactions between views, redundancies in ideas expressed, 

and revision motivating diversities supported students work on floor 

2 (number of bounces the ball takes) and floor 3 (pocket into which 

the ball will drop).  As the problem complexity increased the 

scaffolding provided by participants’ messages was not sufficient to 

support all pairs in their knowledge construction, but by the end of 

the 2.5 h session 5 of 8 groups had successfully climbed the tower 

(Figure 9).   

Conclusions  
 

 In the class Math-Towers adventure related above we can see decentralized control, neighbour interactions, 

redundancy among ideas, and internal diversity supporting the complex emergence of intersubjective understandings 

of the mathematics underlying the Billiards challenge.  This particular class’ experience was not unique.  The Math-

Towers site presently holds four different challenges that operate in a manner similar to the Billiards investigation 

described here.  Field trials with all of the explorations have provided examples of interactions and knowledge 

construction that can be described using complexity science.    

Our work to date, illustrated by the example above, shows that presently available technology is sufficient 

to support the development of the tools we see as necessary within an online space providing opportunities for the 

construction of collective mathematical knowledge.  Flash-based graphics allow Math-Towers to present complex 

mathematical puzzles in an adventure context.  Solutions to these problems require sustained exploration, which is 

supported by the virtual manipulatives provided in the laboratories.  The scroll communication system provides a 

medium through which participants can exchange their mathematical ideas.  Thus it can be argued that we have 

addressed the computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL) environment shortcomings identified by Nason 

and Woodruff (2004).  But, work with student groups shows that there remain significant issues that likely can not 

be addressed through technology. 

 When employed in school classrooms the success of Math-Towers appears to be very dependent upon the 

prior problem solving experiences of the students.  The exploration path described above does not occur every time 

a class meets a Math-Towers challenge.  The class that generated the data presented above regularly engaged in 

mathematical investigations that did not employ computer technology.  Led by an adventurous and mathematically 

confident teacher, this group of students had considerable prior experience with collaborative problem solving.  

They were willing to share conjectures and politely critique the ideas presented by their classmates.  In this case the 

migration to the online environment provided by Math-Towers was a natural and reasonably smooth transition. 

In other classrooms, where collective exploration has not been part of the mathematics program, students 

can enter Math-Towers with an orientation that clashes with its expectations.  These users often see puzzle solving 

Figure 9: A successful solution and Tower climb 



as a competitive activity and the castle adventure context, reflective of some online multi-player games, may 

increase this image.  With this view they are reluctant to share ideas.  Students lacking experience with open-ended 

problems may believe that all mathematical questions have simple definitive answers and become frustrated when 

their manipulations of the Math-Towers tools do not easily reveal a solution.  Having experienced mathematics as a 

subject where answers are either right or wrong they are reluctant to post emerging ill-formed ideas on their scrolls.  

In some cases these issues can be addressed by the teacher providing face-to-face coaching and encouragement, but 

we see no way of embedding such guidance within the online environment and maintaining the decentralized control 

that is at the core of the complex emergence of collective knowledge.  Thus, as it presently stands, Math-Towers is a 

viable online collaborative exploration environment for groups who have already experienced such activity in face-

to-face settings. 
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